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ABSTRACT
Due to the significant increase in the size of spatial data, it is es-

sential to use distributed parallel processing systems to efficiently

analyze spatial data. In this paper, we first study learned spatial data

partitioning, which effectively assigns groups of big spatial data to

computers based on locations of data by using machine learning

techniques. We formalize spatial data partitioning in the context

of reinforcement learning and develop a novel deep reinforcement

learning algorithm. Our learning algorithm leverages features of

spatial data partitioning and prunes ineffective learning processes

to find optimal partitions efficiently. Our experimental study, which

uses Apache Sedona and real-world spatial data, demonstrates that

our method efficiently finds partitions for accelerating distance join

queries and reduces the workload run time by up to 59.4%.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→MapReduce-based systems; Spatial-
temporal systems; • Computer methodologies→ Reinforce-
ment learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A large amount of spatial data, such as temperature data, traffic

logs, and geo-tagged blog posts, is drastically increasing. We of-
ten analyze spatial data in many applications such as traffic con-
trol [35], human mobility analysis [22], disaster surveillance [12],
mobility service [21], and route and point-of-interest recommenda-

tion [17, 26]. For efficient analysis of spatial data, it is essential to
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use distributed parallel processing systems for spatial data such as

Sedona [3], SpatialHadoop [7], and others [1, 25, 28, 29, 36].

Motivation. One of the fundamental functions of such systems

is spatial data partitioning, which divides the whole area into sub-

area (called partitions) and assigns data in the same partitions to

computers for efficient parallel-processing [6]. Existing spatial data

partitioning methods focus only on data distributions to balance

the computation costs among computers. However, it is difficult

to obtain partitions that are optimized for data distributions, user

queries, and computation frameworks.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL for short) approach is effective

for system optimization, including data partitioning [11]. To our

knowledge, there are no studies on DRL-based spatial data partition-

ing. Since spatial data partitioning directly affects the performance

of data processing, it is worth studying DRL-based spatial data

partitioning to accelerate the processing of big spatial data.

Contribution.We study spatial data partitioning with deep rein-

forcement learning. We have three main contributions; problem

formulation, algorithm, and experiment.

First, we formalize a spatial data partitioning problem in the con-

text of reinforcement learning. The characteristics of our problem

are to consider not only distributions of spatial data but also the

computation environment (e.g., a computing system) and work-

loads (e.g., the set of queries). This problem formulation aims at

pursuing effective spatial data partitioning for each user.

Second, to address our spatial data partitioning problem, we

develop a novel learning algorithm that efficiently explores actions

for finding optimal partitions. Our algorithm has a 2-phase learning

strategy consisting of pre-training and main-training [10]. In the

pre-training phase, our algorithm trains a model by using pre-

collected transitions (i.e., training data) based on existing spatial

partitioning algorithms to avoid selecting less-effective actions

during the main-training. In the main-training phase, it searches

for optimal partitions and trains the model using transitions (i.e.,

sequences of actions). Our framework is extended to (1) improve

the effectiveness by using preparing demos of partitioning-related

transitions and (2) accelerate learning by reducing action space and

pruning run time measurements based on the characteristics of

spatial data processing.

Finally, we evaluate our method using Apache Sedona, the state-

of-the-art distributed parallel processing system for big spatial data,

with real-world datasets. We validate that the DRL-based approach

is highly effective in accelerating big spatial data processing.
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NonCommercial International 4.0 License.
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Reproducibility.We open our source codes, datasets, and work-

loads that we used in an experimental study at Github https://github.

com/OnizukaLab/Spatial-Data-Partitioning-using-DRL.

2 PRELIMINARIES
We explain spatial data partitioning and deep reinforcement learn-

ing as preliminaries.

2.1 Spatial data partitioning
Spatial data partitioning is a function that determines how the

area divides into partitions. We define spatial data partitioning as

follows:

Definition 2.1. Given a spatial datasetD, spatial data partitioning

is a task to divide the whole area in D into partitions and then

assign sets of data in the same partitions to computers. We denote

the set of partitions by P. P needs to satisfy that any partitions

𝑃 ∈ P are distinct and it covers the whole area in D.

Distributed parallel processing systems compose of multiple

computers. The sets of data in partitions are assigned to comput-

ers and each computer parallelly processes its assigned data. If

computers need to access data that are held by other computers,

they transfer their data (which is called shuffle), and finally, the

processing results are aggregated to answer users.

Spatial data partitioning has two main objectives. First, since a

set of data that are spatially close to each other is often accessed

together, the partitions should reduce the communication costs

between computers. Second, since computers parallelly process

their data, partitions should have an equal amount of data to balance

the burden of data processing. These requirements are essential to

scale out to multiple computers.

2.2 Deep reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning [13] is a process in which an agent repeat-

edly interacts with a Markov decision process to autonomously

acquire information that serves as a supervisory signal while de-

riving optimal strategies. The agent selects action 𝑎𝑖 on state 𝑠𝑖 by
policy 𝜋 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ), and then observes reward 𝑟 (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ) and obtains the

next state 𝑠𝑖+1 caused by 𝑎𝑖 . It repeats this process by selecting 𝑎1
on 𝑠0 until the state 𝑠𝑛 satisfies given conditions. We define A and

S as the action and state spaces, respectively. A block of processes

from 𝑎1 to 𝑎𝑛 is called episode, and a four-pair (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+1) in an

episode at step 𝑡 is called transition.
The goal of reinforcement learning is to maximize the cumu-

lative reward Σ𝑛
𝑘=0

𝑟 (𝑠𝑡+𝑘 , 𝑎𝑡+𝑘 ) at state 𝑠𝑡 . It considers the action-
value function 𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = 𝐸 [Σ∞

𝑘=0
𝛾𝑘𝑟𝑡+𝑘 |𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎], which is

the expected cumulative reward when the agent follows policy

𝜋 . If we find the optimal function 𝑄∗ to maximize the expected

cumulative reward, we can derive the optimal policy as 𝜋∗ (𝑠) =
arg max𝑎∈A𝑄∗ (𝑠, 𝑎) for ∀𝑠 ∈ S.

Deep reinforcement learning aims at approximating the action-

value function by using deep neural networks. It is often difficult

to maintain the function for any pairs of actions and states if their

patterns are tremendous. When we train the deep neural network

models with tremendous patterns, the agent can select an optimal

action on each state following these models.

Q-learning and Deep Q-network. Q-learning [34], a typical re-
inforcement learning method, selects a high-value action in terms

of the action-value function 𝑄 . By repeatedly observing the state

and reward, the optimal action-value function is updated using

the temporal difference error between the outputs of 𝑄 , which are

called 𝑄-values, in the next and current states.

𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )←𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )+
𝛼{𝑟𝑡+1 + 𝛾 max

𝑎∈A
𝑄 (𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑡+1) −𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )} (1)

If the action and/or state spaces are large or continuous, the number

of combinations becomes very large, making it difficult to maintain

𝑄-values in the table.

Deep Q-Network (DQN), which is an extension of Q-learning,

approximates the function 𝑄 and the policy function in Q-network.

Similar to Q-learning, DQN aims to make 𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) close to 𝑟𝑡 +
𝛾 max𝑄 (𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑡+1), so the Q-network is trained using the error

function 𝐿 and the current 𝑄-value as follows:

𝐿 =
∑︁

(𝑠𝑡 ,𝑎𝑡 ,𝑟𝑡 ,𝑠𝑡+1 ) ∈𝐵
(𝑟𝑡 + 𝛾 max𝑄 (𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑡+1;\ ) −𝑄 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ;\ ))2, (2)

where \ and 𝐵 are a deep neural network model and a set of past

transitions, respectively.

3 RELATEDWORK
We review existing works related to spatial data partitioning and

system optimization with deep learning. To the best of our knowl-

edge, there are no deep learning-based methods for computing

spatial data partitioning.

Spatial data partitioning We review some typical algorithms

for spatial data partitioning. Uniform grid is the simplest method

that divides the area into equal-sized partitions. Quad-tree [8] and

KDB-tree [24] are methods that repeatedly divide the partition that

includes the largest number of data (initially starts a single partition

covering the whole area). Quad-tree divides the partition into equal-

sized four partitions, while KDB-tree divides the partition into

two partitions so that the two partitions have the same amount of

data. Vu [33] proposes a method for incremental updates of spatial

partitions which utilize estimation of query execution time. Vu et

al. [32] proposed a method that selects optimal spatial partitioning

methods (e.g., KDB-tree and Quad-tree) by using DRL. This method

just selects methods among the given ones, instead that it does

not aim at computing partitions. Aly et al. [2] proposed a spatial

partitioning method that uses a given set of range and kNN queries.

This aims to reduce the communication between computers, but it

can use only range and kNN queries instead of spatial join, so it is

not applicable to general settings that include many query types.

Hilprecht et al. [11] proposed a DRL-based hash partitioning,

but it does not focus on spatial partitioning. It is well known that

hash partitioning is not effective for spatial queries.

System optimization with deep learning. Spatial data partition-
ing is one of the tasks in system optimization, so we review system

optimization techniques using deep learning [16]. Spatial partition-

ing is similar to indexing techniques on spatial/multi-dimensional

data, and many learning indexing techniques are developed, such

as Flood [20], Tsunami [5], LISA [15], Qd-tree [37], RLR-tree [9],

https://github.com/OnizukaLab/Spatial-Data-Partitioning-using-DRL
https://github.com/OnizukaLab/Spatial-Data-Partitioning-using-DRL
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and RSMI [23]. They build data blocks (i.e., the set of data) and

construct index structures to accelerate spatial query processing

on a single machine. Since they do not assume spatial partitioning,

their blocks are either unsophisticated or inapplicable for spatial

partitioning, for example, Flood divides data into blocks based on

the data distribution on a single axis and the blocks of Qd-tree are

not distinct. Lan et al. [14] proposed a DRL-based index recom-

mendation. Vu et al.[31] develop a query optimizer for spatial join

based on neural networks, which aims to estimate the cardinality

and select join algorithms. These works do not aim to divide the

dataset into data blocks

4 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We formulate spatial data partitioning as a new reinforcement

learning problem. First, we define our problem as follows:

Problem: Given a spatial dataset D, a workload𝑊 (i.e., the set

of queries and their frequencies), and a computation environment

(i.e., system and the number of computers), the goal is to find the

set of partitions P that minimizes the run time of the workload for

D on the computation environment.

In the following, we define the initial setup, state, action, and

reward for this problem, respectively.

Initial setup. We form a map that covers the locations of the

given data in a two-dimensional space as an environment for a DRL

agent. We divide this map into a set of uniform grid cells. The agent

constructs partitions by adding new boundaries on each grid line.

State: The state is obtained from the current partitions and data

distribution. We define that state 𝑠 is a set of status 𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) for each
grid cell (𝑖, 𝑗) as follows:

𝑠 (𝑖, 𝑗 ) = (ℎ (i,j) , 𝑣 (i,j) , 𝑝 (i,j) ), (3)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 specify the upper-left coordinate of the grid cell.

ℎ ∈ {0, 1} and 𝑣 ∈ {0, 1} denote the absence/presence of horizontal
and vertical boundaries on the top and left sides of the cell, respec-

tively. 𝑝 (i,j) denotes the ratio of the numbers of data in the cell and

partition. We define 𝑝 (i,j) =
|D(i,j) | · |𝑃 (i,j) |
|D |2 , where |D|, |D(i,j) |, and

|𝑃 (i,j) | are the numbers of data in the given dataset D, in a cell

(𝑖, 𝑗), and in a partition that covers (𝑖, 𝑗), respectively.
Action. The action 𝑎 ∈ A is an operation to add a new boundary

line. We define the action as follows:

𝑎 = (𝑖, 𝑗, dir), (4)

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 are the coordinates of the starting point of the action

and dir ∈ {right, down} specifies the direction of the boundary

from (𝑖, 𝑗), i.e., rightward or downward. To avoid invalid actions,

the starting points need to be satisfied either of conditions; (1)

dir = right, ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0, and 𝑣 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 1 or (2) dir = down, ℎ(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1,

and 𝑣 (𝑖, 𝑗) = 0.

Reward. The reward 𝑟 is computed based on the run time𝐶 (P,𝑤)
for an operator 𝑤 on a set of partition P to the spatial dataset in

the computation environment. It enables to maximizing the reward

𝑟 to optimize execution in the given computing environment. The

reward 𝑟 is evaluated as follows:

𝑟 =
©«
∑︁

𝑤𝑖 ∈𝑊
𝑓𝑖 ·

𝐶 (Pb,𝑤𝑖 )
𝐶 (Pe,𝑤𝑖 )

ª®¬
2

, (5)

where 𝑤𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 , Pe , and P𝑏 indicate a query in the workload, a fre-

quency of operator𝑤𝑖 , a set of partitions at the end of the episode,

and the best set of partitions we found during training, respectively.

This equation evaluates a relative to the best run time up to that

on the partitions at the current episode. The value is squared to

emphasize the difference between the run time on P𝑏 and P𝑒 . If
𝑟 > 1, P𝑒 is better than P𝑏 . Note that computing all queries in the

workload is costly compared with other procedures such as training

deep neural networks.

Example. Figure 1 illustrates an example of states and actions for

obtaining three partitions. Initially, there are no boundaries (i.e., a

single partition). In this example, the agent takes 𝑎1 = (0, 3, 𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛)
and 𝑎2 = (2, 3, 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡). The status of cell 𝑠 (2,3) changes by adding

boundary lines. 𝑝 (2,3) becomes smaller because the percentage of

the number of data in the partition becomes smaller instead of that

in the cell is constant. We run the workload and obtain the reward

for the episode after computing three partitions.

5 LEARNING ALGORITHM
This section proposes a learning algorithm for our problem formu-

lated in Section 4. We have two challenges to solve our problem.

First, the action and state spaces are very large to find optimal

partitions. Common DRL algorithms start the random selection

of actions. We should efficiently explore actions by capturing the

characteristics of spatial data partitioning. Second, our problem

takes a large training time because of measuring the run time of

workload at the end of each episode to compute rewards. For effi-

cient training, we should reduce the run time while keeping the

effectiveness of training.

To address the above challenges, we design a learning strategy

consisting of (1) pre-training using demo data which is a set of pre-

collected transitions and (2) main-training. Our learning framework

trains our model by effectively combining DQN with imitation

learning based on our strategy. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 present our

learning strategy and learning framework, respectively. Section 5.3

presents our algorithm.

5.1 Learning strategy
Our algorithm is based on the following ideas:

• Pre-training by effective demo data: Our algorithm builds a

model that follows existing algorithms for spatial data parti-

tioning. This model avoids selecting less-effective actions at

early episodes of the main-training phase.

• Effective new action choice: We add a new action that makes

a boundary close to the best partitions. It supports exploring

effective actions.

• Pruning run time measurement: Our algorithm prunes in-

effective executions of the workload to reduce the training

time.

These ideas are specialized for our problem formulation, and thus

all of them are not applied to the DRL approach yet. We explain

pre-training and main-training phases.
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Figure 1: Example of actions and states: the agent selects actions 𝑎𝑡 to add new boundaries depending on the state 𝑠𝑡 .

Pre-training. In the pre-training phase, we train our model using

only demo data so that the agent similarly selects actions in demo

data. We first collect transitions from actions based on existing

partitioning algorithms and then use the transitions as demo data.

It makes the initial values of the agent’s actions appropriate for the

distribution of a given dataset before the main-training. Therefore,

this pre-training phase drastically reduces random actions in the

early episodes of the learning processes, which is essentially an

exhaustive trial-and-error process.

The selection of demo data may not obtain exactly the same

partition computed from existing methods because the boundaries

of our partitions are limited on pre-defined grid cells. We select

the closest boundaries to those of existing methods. Our strategy

guarantees that the run time on the best partitions obtained by our

algorithm is at least the (almost) best performance among existing

methods by choosing the most effective method for generating

demo data.

Main-training. In the main-training phase, we search for actions

that construct a set of partitions better than those generated by the

pre-collected demo data. The basic procedures of the main-training

phase are that the agent repeatedly selects its actions probabilisti-

cally by using an 𝜖-greedy method [30], and then when the number

of partitions reaches the number of machines, it distributes data

into computers according to the partitions, executes the workload,

and computes a reward. Our algorithm repeatedly runs these pro-

cedures until reaching the given number of episodes.

Our algorithm adds new action choices to the 𝜖-greedy method.

In the common 𝜖-greedy method, the agent selects the best action

approximated by a model or a random action. We add actions of one

grid-shift from the best action to the 𝜖-greedy method. In spatial

data partitioning, better partitions than the current best ones are

often to be found near the current best partitions, and thus such one

grid-shift actions help to search for the optimal partitions effectively.

We can find effective partitions efficiently by intensively exploring

actions near the approximated best action.

We reduce the training time by terminating the workload exe-

cution for partitions that are clearly less-effective. Specifically, the

workload execution stops whenever the execution time of one of

the queries in the workload exceeds a certain level compared with

that on P𝑏 . In this case, its reward 𝑟 is set to a predefined small

value.

5.2 Learning framework
Our learning framework consists of an agent, a learner of the net-

work that approximates the action values of the agent, and two

replay memories. These replay memories are called demo and agent

memories, storing the demo data and other transitions, respectively.

The demo memory is used for imitation learning. We note that

it uses only demo memory to train deep neural networks in the

pre-training phase.

In the main-training phase, our framework adds transitions that

construct better partitions than P𝑏 to demo data. This contributes

to exploring better actions by imitating the current best actions

instead of the pre-collected actions. More concretely, if 𝑟 > 1, it adds

the transitions to the demo data. In addition, we add transitions

with 𝑟 ≤ 1 to another memory because such data is effective to

learn the wide variety of action values.

We use two Q-networks, main network \ and target network \ ′,
following existing works [18, 19]. The target network is used for

stable learning. The learner trains the main network and period-

ically overwrites \ ′ by \ . It also updates priorities for transitions
in memories using prioritized experience replay [27], which is ef-

fective to sample data for training the Q-network. The input and

output dimensions of the Q-network are the size of the state and

action spaces, respectively. Mini-batch data sampled from both

memories according to the priorities and the ratio 𝜌 that controls

the importance of memories. The imitation learning guarantees

that the mini-batch data include effective transitions sampled from

the demo memory, resulting in Q-networks that are trained to find

better partitions.

For the loss function, we use three losses. First, loss 𝐿𝑁 (\ ) is the
temporal difference error considering the rewards of 𝑛 steps ahead

using multi-step learning [4] as follows:

𝐿𝑁 (\ ) =
∑︁

(𝑠𝑖 ,𝑎𝑖 ,𝑟𝑖 ,𝑠𝑖+𝑛 ) ∈𝐵
(𝑟𝑖 + 𝛾1𝑟𝑖+1 + ... + 𝛾𝑛+1𝑟𝑖+𝑛−1

+𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎∈A𝑄\ ′ (𝑠𝑖+𝑛, 𝑎𝑖+𝑛) −𝑄\ (𝑠𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖 ))2
(6)

This loss accelerates the propagation of the reward, which is ob-

tained only at the end of the episode, thereby improving learning

efficiency.

Second, to imitate the actions in demo data, we use large margin

classification loss 𝐿𝐶 (\ ) [10], which is applied only to the demo

data. 𝐿𝐶 (\ ) is computed as follows:

𝐿𝐶 (\ ) = max

𝑎∈A
[𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) + 𝑙 (𝑎𝐶 , 𝑎)] −𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎𝐶 ), (7)
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where 𝑎𝐶 and 𝑙 (𝑎𝐶 , 𝑎) are an action in demo data and a function that

outputs 0 when 𝑎 = 𝑎𝐶 and positive otherwise, respectively. 𝐿𝐶 (\ )
becomes zero if 𝑎𝐶 is selected as the best action, otherwise the

loss becomes larger to imitate the demo data. This loss effectively

accelerates imitations.

Finally, we use the L2 regularization loss, 𝐿𝑙2 (\ ), for parameters

𝛾𝑖 of main-network \ to suppress overfitting to a small number of

demo data.

𝐿𝑙2 (\ ) =
∑︁
𝛾𝑖 ∈\
|𝛾𝑖 |2 (8)

We apply the three losses to loss 𝐿(\ ) as follows:

𝐿(\ ) = _1𝐿𝑁 (\ ) + _2𝐿𝐶 (\ ) + _3𝐿𝑙2 (\ ), (9)

where _1, _2, and _3 are the weights for the corresponding losses.

5.3 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 shows a pseudo-code of our learning algorithm. In

the pre-training phase, we store the pre-collected demo data to the

demo memory 𝐵demo (line 3) and then train the main network \

using the mini-batch data sampled from demo data (lines 4–9). We

repeat the training until the partition P𝑒 constructed by the agent

is the same as the partitions P𝑑 that demo data constructs.

In the main-training phase, the agent repeatedly collects transi-

tions. We set the reward 𝑟𝑡 for each step 𝑡 in the episode to zero (line

18) and measure the run time of the workload when the number of

steps reaches𝑀 − 1 (i.e., the numbers of partitions and computers

are the same) to compute the reward (lines 20–22). All transitions

during the episode are stored in a temporary memory 𝐵tmp (line 23)

and allocated to the demo memory 𝐵demo or agent memory 𝐵agent
according to the reward 𝑟𝑀−1 (lines 24–28). We use mini-batch

data sampled at a rate 𝜌 specified from 𝐵demo and 𝐵agent to train

\ (lines 29–30). \ overwrites the target network \ ′ follows update
frequency𝑈 (line 32). Our algorithm outputs the best partitions P𝑏
found during training after finishing 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 episodes.

6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
We designed the experiments to clarify the following questions: (1)

Is our method effective compared with existing methods? (2) Does

our method find partitions efficiently?

6.1 Experimental setting
Computation environment.We used Apache Sedona, the state-

of-the-art distributed and parallel processing system for big spatial

data [3]. We used nine computers with a Linux server with 32GB

of memory and an Intel Celeron G4930T CPU@3.00GHz processor.

One computer was a master server and the others were workers

(i.e., eight computers processed a given workload). Sedona provides

spatial queries, such as kNN, range, and distance join, and partition

methods, such as KDB-tree and R-tree. We evaluated two cases

with and without a local index, which supports efficient data access

from the workers to their own local data.

To design our setting, we consider the limitations of Sedona;

(a) range and kNN queries use hash partitioning instead of spatial

partitioning, (b) R-tree partitioning cannot control the number of

partitions, and (c) Polygon data is not handled on spatial join. The

design of our experimental study is following to these limitations.

Algorithm 1: Learning algorithm
input :Dataset D, workload𝑊 , the number of

computers𝑀 , demo data 𝐵d , demo partitions

P𝑑
parameter :Update weight frequency 𝑈 , demo ratio 𝜌 , the

number of episodes 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥

output :Best partitions P𝑏
1 procedure Pre-training
2 Initialize the main network \ and target network \ ′

3 𝐵demo ← 𝐵d
4 for 𝑒 = 1, . . . , 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
5 Sample mini-batch 𝐵 from 𝐵demo
6 Train main network \ with 𝐵

7 if (𝑒 mod 𝑈 ) = 0 then \ ′ ← \

8 Generate partitions P𝑒 by agent actions

9 if P𝑒 = P𝑑 then break

10 procedure Main-training

11 step← 0, P𝑏 ← P𝑑 , 𝐵agent ← ∅
12 for 𝑒 = 1, . . . , 𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
13 Reset state 𝑠0, 𝐵tmp ← ∅
14 for 𝑡 = 1, . . . , 𝑀 − 1 do
15 Choose action 𝑎𝑡 with our 𝜖-greedy method by \

16 Execute action 𝑎𝑡 and observe state 𝑠𝑡

17 if 𝑡 ≠ 𝑀 − 1 then
18 𝐵tmp ← 𝐵tmp ∪ {(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 0, 𝑠𝑡+𝑛)}
19 else
20 Distribute partitions P𝑒 to computers

21 Run operators in𝑊

22 𝑟𝑡 = (
∑

𝑤𝑖 ∈𝑊 𝑓𝑖 · 𝐶 (P𝑏 ,𝑤𝑖 )
𝐶 (P𝑒 ,𝑤𝑖 ) )

2

23 𝐵tmp ← 𝐵tmp ∪ {(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 , 𝑟𝑡 , 𝑠𝑡+𝑛)}
24 if 𝑟 > 1 then
25 𝐵demo ← 𝐵demo ∪ 𝐵tmp
26 P𝑏 ← P𝑒
27 else
28 𝐵agent ← 𝐵agent ∪ 𝐵tmp

29 Sample mini-batch 𝐵 from 𝐵demo and 𝐵agent
30 Train main network \ with 𝐵

31 step← step + 1
32 if (step mod 𝑈 ) = 0 then \ ′ ← \

Datasets.We used point-of-interest data in two different areas, the

United States (US) and South America (SA), extracted from Open-

StreetMap
1
, and Integrated Marine Information System (Imis)

2
,

which is. For each dataset, we randomly sampled 100,000 point-of-

interest from the original datasets. Figure 2 shows data distributions.

They have different area sizes and distributions.

Workload. Our workload was a set of distance joins, each of which

finds all pairs of data within a given distance threshold. Our work-

load included three distance thresholds, 500, 1000, and 5000 [meter]

1
http://osm.db.in.tum.de/

2
https://chorochronos.datastories.org/?q=content/imis-3months
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(a) OSM-US (b) OSM-SA (c) Imis

Figure 2: Data distributions

for US and SA, and 50, 100, and 500 [meters] for Imis, and we as-

sumed two types of their frequencies; small skew and large skew.

The small skew has 25, 50, and 25 [%] for the corresponding thresh-

olds, respectively, while the large skew has 2, 3, and 95 [%].

Competitor. We used three spatial data partitioning methods;

uniform grid, Quad-tree, and KDB-tree, which are originally imple-

mented in Sedona.

Hyper-parameter tuning.We divided the entire map into 30× 30
grid cells. In our 𝜖-greedy method, the selection probabilities of ran-

dom and grid shift actions were 𝜖𝑟 = 0.1 and 𝜖𝑠 = 0.2, respectively.

We set the agent memory size to 10,000 and the demo memory size

to 100. The mini-batch size for training was 32, and the percentage

𝜌 of demo data was 0.25. Furthermore, we set the number of steps

for multi-step learning to 3 and the reward discount rate to 𝛾 = 0.99.

The Q-network consists of two hidden layers that have 1200 and

600 nodes, respectively, from the input side. The input and output

dimensions depend on the grid size. In the case of our experimental

setting, the input and output dimensions were 2833 (i.e., 31× 31× 3)
and 1800 (i.e., 30 × 30 × 2), respectively. As parameters during

training, the learning rate [ was 0.001, and we used Adam as the

optimizer. The weights for the loss function were _1 = 1.0, _2 = 1.0,

and _3 = 10
−5

according to the settings in the literature [10].

In the pruning execution of operators, when the run time of an

operator was two times larger than that of 𝑃𝑏 , we stopped running

the workload and its reward was 0.2. We ran each operator in the

given workload three times to mitigate the fluctuation of run time,

and the median of these measurements was used for computing

rewards.

6.2 Experimental result
6.2.1 Example of partitions. Figures 3 show the set of partitions

constructed by each method on OSM-US. Uniform grid and Quad-

tree have a large bias in the number of data in each partition because

they ignore the number of data. On the other hand, KDB-tree has a

small bias, because it always divides the area so that each partition

has (almost) the same number of data. Demowas computed by KDB-

tree, but there is a slight difference in the partitions because the

boundaries are selected from the grid lines. Ours is slightly different

from Demo to achieve a better workload run time. From this result,

we can see that our algorithm imitates demo data and explores

actions close to them. These examples show that our method can

find effective partitions based on demo data.

Table 1: Workload run time [sec]: The average run time of
distance joins with each distance weighted by their frequen-
cies. Bold and underline indicate the best and second best,
respectively.

Data idx skew Uniform Quad KDB Demo Ours

US

w/o

small 11.22 8.931 4.67 4.90 4.56
large 15.83 13.29 8.65 8.95 6.71

w/

small 3.35 3.82 3.00 3.00 1.78
large 7.93 7.68 7.32 7.08 3.58

SA

w/o

small 11.72 11.91 6.92 7.22 6.90
large 17.82 18.21 13.21 13.37 13.60

w/

small 4.66 5.21 4.86 5.09 3.52
large 11.29 11.12 11.19 11.97 8.34

Imis

w/o

small 16.74 12.69 8.77 8.93 9.49

large 22.24 19.81 17.43 17.49 15.57

w/

small 4.75 5.03 7.11 7.12 3.60
large 11.18 11.84 16.21 15.87 7.84

6.2.2 Effectiveness. We evaluate the effectiveness of our method

by the workload run time. Table 1 shows the run time needed

for running the workload. We evaluated three cases: small skew

without local index, large skew without local index, and small skew

with local index.

Our method achieves the best performance among all the meth-

ods in all cases. This indicates that our method can adaptively divide

datasets into partitions according to workloads and computational

environments. When workloads have large skews, the difference

between run times of ours and other methods becomes large, be-

cause our method optimizes partitions for workloads. Our method

reduced the workload run time up to 59.4% compared with the

second-best method.

Compared to the difference between run times without and with

local index, run times with local index are smaller than those with-

out local index in all methods. Our method achieves the smallest

run time in both datasets, while KDB tree does not work well as uni-

form grid works in SA. In US, our method reduces the run time by

41 % compared to the second-best. The reason why the local index

largely benefits our method is that our method uses computational

environments (i.e., including local index) to optimize partitions,

while other methods do not. This result shows that spatial parti-

tioning should be taken not only in data distribution but also in

computational environments such as local index. We validate that

DRL-based spatial data partitioning improves the performance of

workloads and computational environments.

6.2.3 Efficiency. We evaluated the learning time and learning effi-

ciency of our method. For verifying the contribution of our learning

strategy in Section 5.1 to the learning performance, we conducted

an ablation study using the following five patterns: no optimization,

w/o pre-training, w/o grid-shift action, w/o execution stop, and all

optimization.

Figure 4 shows the search efficiency and the learning time. The

search efficiency indicates the relationship between the number of

episodes (x-axis) and the best run time during the training (y-axis);
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(a) Uniform grid (b) Quad-tree

(c) KDB-tree (d) Demo (e) Ours

Figure 3: Comparison of partitions in OSM-US
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Methods Learning time [hour]

No optimization 120 (Done 924 episodes)

w/o pre-training 98.4

w/o grid-shift action 72.5

w/o execution stop 120 (Done 2107 episodes)

All optimization 65.5

(b) Learning time

Figure 4: Ablation study on the US dataset. We stopped train-
ing if amethod did not finish 5,000 episodeswithin 120 hours.

the shorter the run time during a small number of episodes, the

more efficiently our method finds effective partitions.

All optimization significantly outperforms no optimizations in

both learning time and search efficiency. This result indicates that

our learning strategy is effective. In w/o pre-training, the initial per-

formance depends on random partitions, so it takes many episodes

to find effective partitions. We can confirm that the pre-training

largely affects search efficiency. In w/o grid-shift action, the search

efficiency is similar to all optimization. However, it often constructs

less-effective partitions due to random actions, though the searches

by random action have the potential to find better actions. This

causes increasing the training time because less-effective partitions

often take a large run time. In w/o execution stop, the learning

time significantly increases. By comparing all optimization with

w/o execution stop, we can confirm that our method sufficiently

trains our models without computing strict rewards.

These results show that our learning strategy significantly con-

tributes to efficient learning in our problem formulation.

7 CONCLUSION AND OPEN CHALLENGES
We studied deep reinforcement learning for spatial partitioning.

We first formalized the spatial partitioning problem as deep rein-

forcement learning, and we developed a learning algorithm for the

problem. Our algorithm combines Deep Q-network with imitation

learning to explore actions effectively and efficiently. It includes

three optimization techniques: pre-training by effective demo data

partitioning, effective new action choice, and pruning run time mea-

surement. Through our experiment using Apache Sedona and two

real datasets, we validated that (i) our method is effective and accel-

erates spatial join processing and (ii) our optimization techniques

reduce its learning time.

There are many open challenges to extending our work because

we first studied learned spatial data partitioning. Promising chal-

lenges are to reduce learning time, select the optimal number of

partitions instead of using the number of computers, and develop

further optimal learning frameworks. Furthermore, it is interest-

ing to investigate the performance of other distributed parallel

processing systems and spatial queries.
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